Translation from a publication in Esquire, Summer 2014 written by Peter Frank
Esquire about Lugera's rebranding

Welcome to Lugera!

Passports for control.

It is not too often that a company shows such profound wisdom as to offer also life lessons.
And after five years spent in Romania, it seemed unlikely to meet something like that in a
company here.
But actually, exactly this happened.
And despite the fact that I feel good in the role of a loudmouth grumpy (or maybe that's exactly
why), when I come across something that impresses me, I feel obliged to share it.
So, hats off, raise the glass, and a standing ovation for the people from Lugera Romania,
ex Lugera & Makler. The international human resources company, starting with the Bucharest
team led by Cristina Savuica, have created a website and an identity - that shines brightly and
overshadows others. Not necessarily because it would be very nice, smart or technically
advanced, but because the company did not hesitate to show itself exactly the way other
companies only claim to be, and are not: caring and aware of their own strengths, even authentic
and wise. Attributes that, let's face it, you do not hear too often when it comes to business.
“We want to show through our logo and through rebranding the way we really are:
loving, attentive, funny, and unconventional”, explains Savuica. “If you look at most of HR
websites, you’ll see that they are very boring. They are conventional. People and very serious,
they almost never smile, because they consider this proof of professionalism. For us,
professionalism is more than that.”
Those of you who are familiar with Lugera or had reason to enter their website, know
that their rebranding is not exactly new. It was done a few years ago. But that's not important.
There's nothing new here. In fact, they had guiding principles thousands of years old.

The truth is that sometimes the lessons we learn from a case study are so obvious and
powerful that they need no further explaining. So I'll just tell the story and let you take your own
teachings for your business - and why not, also for yourself.
Our journey begins and ends on Lugera land. This is the brand and the identity, and now
it also seems to be a place. And, as in any other place you visit, you might not like what you see
and you might want to leave. But at least you know where you are.
“This is in a nutshell the Lugera team in Romania” is written on the front page of the
website.
“A bunch of dedicated, happy people ready to face in a natural, positive and friendly
fashion all your challenges... a bunch of people at the service of people, unconditionally!”
Up to here, nothing out of the ordinary. But keep on reading:
“We started with hope in our souls and a smile on our faces when many others were
there, way ahead of us. We managed to make our voice heard out loud and the warmth of our
hearts touched each and every recruitment we accomplished... why? ...because we are caring
people, driven by the power of “WE CAN DO IT!” And you know what? We continue this way!
And Lugera The People Republic is whatever republic should be: smiles on every face, glamour
on every "street", laughter and success in every "building"! “
You get the idea. One did not join a mere company, but a fairy tale kingdom with a set a
principles, a mission, an emblem and wild colors.
So, why would a company risk creating an identity so different and weird, when it was
actually doing well while being conservative and “normal”? The company was founded in
Slovakia, in 1996, extended its activity in eight countries, and now it is the biggest HR company
in Romania. With a turnover of 40 million euros, the company offers personnel services, payroll,
human resources consulting, travelling, and financial brokering. Why weren’t they satisfied with
the conventional public image that everybody expected from them?
“Our company’s identity is a very serious subject”, says Savuica, co-owner and general
manager in Romania, who prefers the title of Chief Happiness Officer. “We have grown very fast
because we are different than other companies.” And when the financial crisis hit in 2009, “we
wanted to communicate this”.
So Savuica created a working group that met on a weekly basis, consisting of mixed
people from different departments. They brainstormed about what the company means and how

to present it and its values to the public. The meetings paid off. Actually, a new colleague from
the sales department came up with the name: Lugera The People Republic.
That was the foundation. They had to build the rest but now already knew what they
wanted. The company took the usual route and called in the largest branding agencies in
Romania. Savuica explained the concept and warned the agencies not to confuse Lugera with a
regular multinational. “We are completely different from any other company”, she emphasized
for the agencies’ representatives. “The others are veeeery serious. If there is anything they would
not accept, we would”.
Eight agencies responded to the challenge and each one proposed three ideas. None
worked. Determined to move forward, Savuica urged them to try again. This time, only five
agencies returned. Again each of them proposed ideas and again no match.
Therefore, the company took the matter in own hands. They asked themselves “Who are
we?”, “How are we?” and “Who are our candidates?” and they started working in house. They
asked themselves what a new country should possess. How should it look like? What message
should it transmit? How should it combine principles with presentation? They concluded that if
the company is a country, the employees then need passports, not access cards. They drew an
emblem to have a distinct symbol. They chose a lion- symbol of power, but they put a flower by
its ear to symbolize sensitivity. And they chose fuchsia because it is daring and unique. After
almost two years, they launched the new identity and Savuica was named “Senior Adviser to the
Supreme Court of Wisdom in Love, Sales and Beauty, and a raw diet fan”.
“I loved it” says Gerard Koolen, founder of Lugera and major shareholder, former
Creative Manager (and even if he is Group Managing Partner, the website names him President
of the Federal Bureau of Innovations, Smiles, Total Action and Everything is Possible). “ It
expresses what we think we are or at least what we want to be. We are very innovative with such
different tools.”
Regarding the website, I will not try to describe it. I don’t even think I could. I
recommend you to enter lugera.com. You might not like it. I’m not even sure I like it. Of course,
you might consider, as some Bulgarian guys, that “The People Republic” sounds too communist.
You also might be as horrified as a bank from Slovakia that cancelled its contract. Or you might
agree with someone in Poland who thought the passport (access card) was for a gay club.

On the other hand, you might agree with another multinational from Slovakia that
thought it is a great idea. Or you might just be like all the new candidates who were attracted by
the site, fact that led to a spectacular growth in the Lugera business. Or you may be even like
other companies that have asked Lugera to help them with their own rebranding.
Whatever your opinion is, we must acknowledge that the attempt is admirable. Because it
is not easy to be unique. Even the creative agencies, whose declared purpose is to find innovative
ways to communicate new massages, later told Savuica that they wouldn’t have offered such a
thing to a client, considering the result too bold, if not actually idiot. It seems that even they have
fallen into the trap of the ordinary game, dressing the “regular” into something acceptable and
not risky.
And it is quite a shame. We avoid too much knowing ourselves and we present only what
we want others to see in us, postponing the truth- assuming we know what it is. So we just
prepare to disappoint and betray our clients (or friends). It is a sure recipe for failure, in business
and in everyday life.
“Join us!” They say on the first page of the Lugera website. “We promise a better life, a
happier environment and a professional, yet relaxed way of doing business!.”
OK, maybe it is a little farfetched, but somehow, somewhere, I cannot help thinking that
maybe they are right.

